
SIMPLY CLEVER

The new ŠkodaRoomster



Some views are known to surprise. Others are known to inspire. Some are best

enjoyed alone. Others are worth sharing with your loved ones. That’s why 

the new Škoda Roomster is big enough for a family and all its scenic adventures.



There are some views we discover by chance. There are others we often

return to. Some provoke a smile. Others provoke our imagination. Some sights

open our eyes. And then there are those that even open our minds.



The new Škoda Roomster comes with several design changes, lending it a more 

self-confi dent and dynamic expression. With the new design of the front bumper, 

the three-dimensionally shaped front headlamps and the new front grille, the car looks 

more robust yet friendly. The smiley expression is underlined by the front fog lamps, 

which have undergone both exterior and interior modifi cations and are now available with 

daytime running lights. While the roof railing in an exclusive black/silver design is 

another new attribute, the rear door handles integrated into the dark columns or the 

extraordinarily large rear side windows remain characteristic elements of the Roomster 

model. The car may also be equipped with a panoramic roof, which stresses the original 

concept of the model being focused on roominess.



The highest performance 

diesel engine developed 

for the new Roomster is the 

1.6 TDI CR DPF/77kW 

turbocharged 4-cylinder engine.

You may order additional features, 

such as TPM (Tyre Pressure 

Monitoring) and start-up 

assistant, supplementing the ESP 

(Electronic Stability Programme), 

which always includes ASR 

(Anti-Slip Regulation; deactivation 

button shown on the photo).

The new automatic 7-speed 

DSG transmission 

(Direct Shift Gearbox) 

designed exclusively for 

the 1.2 TSI/77kW engine 

guarantees comfortable yet 

dynamic drive with economic 

fuel consumption.

The technology innovations brought by 

the new Škoda Roomster are mainly represented 

by the engines. The new engine range responds to 

the need for protecting the environment and the 

continual lowering of CO
2
 emissions. The 1.2 TSI 

petrol engines excel with their fl exibility, low noise 

and economy. Diesel engines, supplied with the 

common-rail fuel injection system, are noted for 

their quiet and refi ned operation and extraordinarily 

low consumption.

The new Škoda Roomster refl ects a new attitude towards the environment and responsibility 

towards future generations. Using new technologies creates a balance between the need to 

be mobile and the need to view the world from a perspective of sustainable development.



You control 

the Amundsen 

navigation system 

with a 5" colour 

touch-screen.

The MDI (Mobile Device Interface) enables 

(by means of interconnecting cables with 

terminals for the iPod, Aux-in or USB, available 

from Škoda Genuine Accessories) control of 

a connected external device through the radio 

or navigation system.

The Maxi DOT 

multifunctional 

display shows, 

in addition to 

other information,  

the average fuel 

consumption 

or outdoor 

temperature.

A look at the dashboard reveals not only design changes but also 

innovations to the off ered steering wheels or comfort features, such as 

a navigation system, radios and MDI (Mobile Device Interface). The new 

multifunctional 4-spoke leather steering wheel, which enables you to 

control the radio and phone, is also available in a 3-spoke sports design. 

All instrument panel versions feature new functions, one of which is the 

recommended gear shift function, depending on the engine version.

In addition to maintaining 

the preselected speed, 

cruise control enables you 

to increase or reduce speed 

without using the pedals. 

This function is controlled 

by the button on the side 

of the cruise control.

The Climatronic air 

conditioning with 

electronic regulation 

comes with a new 

control panel.

The Swing radio is 

furnished with a dual 

antenna and music 

CD, CD-MP3 and 

CD-WMA player.



The fog lamps with the daytime 

running lights are also available with 

the optional Corner function. This 

feature automatically switches on either 

the right or the left fog lamp, depending 

on the angle of the steering wheel and 

the activation of the turn indicators, 

at a maximum speed of 40 km/h.

The vehicle may also be 

equipped with tilting 

halogen projector 

headlamps for 

the enhancement of 

corner driving safety.

The sun shields will prevent 

unpleasant sun glare.
The rear seat passengers’ 

safety is enhanced by three 

height-adjustable headrests.

The car may be equipped with an 

alarm with interior monitoring, 

a horn with back-up power 

and an inclination sensor. 

Optional deactivation of interior 

monitoring (see photo) will 

especially be welcomed 

by dog owners.

When manoeuvring the vehicle in 

a tight space, you will appreciate 

the parking sensors, which 

monitor the distance of the rear 

bumper from a potential barrier.

The standard safety 

equipment of new Roomster 

cars includes a mount 

preparation for two child 

seats with the Isofi x 

system including special 

safety belt anchoring, which 

is an essential part of the 

Top Tether child seat. 

Child safety seats for 

children of all age groups 

can be found in the Škoda 

Genuine Accessories range.

If you wish to place the child 

seat on the front passenger 

seat, you’ll need to equip 

your car with the optional 

deactivation of a passenger 

airbag. Once installed, 

you can turn off  the airbag 

with a key.

The car’s safety is undoubtedly one of the most important matters. That is why the new 

Škoda Roomster is equipped so that it not only protects the driver and passengers in crisis 

situations but also helps prevent them. Whether you evaluate the construction, driving 

characteristics, driver’s comfort, view from the vehicle or its visibility, you always fi nd 

solutions that lead to your maximum safety. In addition, you may be protected by up 

to 6 airbags: driver and front passenger airbags, front side airbags and head airbags.



The adjustable armrest 

between the front seats houses 

an unexpectedly spacious storage 

compartment of 1.2 litres.

The storage compartments in both 

the driver and front passenger’s 

door panelling provide a 1.5l bottle 

holder and a practical rubber band 

to hold a map or magazines.

The central console drinks 

holder is a welcome 

addition, especially for the 

rear seat passengers, but is 

easily accessible from the 

front seats as well. Other 

storage options are provided 

by the pockets on the front 

seat backrests and storage 

compartments in the rear 

door panelling.

A hidden storage space for various 

small objects can be found in the 

drawers with tilting lids situated 

under the front seats.

The storage 

compartments 

in the dashboard are 

available in two versions, 

either open or closed. 

The lower compartment 

may be illuminated 

and, in combination 

with the Climatronic air 

conditioning, cooled.

The rear passengers’ level of comfort 

may be increased by the foldable 

table with a drinks holder integrated 

into the rear centre armrest.

The exceptional roominess and airiness of the interior is facilitated by the original concept of the model, which is focused on the comfort of the whole crew. 

Passengers on the raised rear seats will feel like they are in the cinema and can enjoy a unique view of the passing world from the large rear side windows. The spacious 

feeling of the car may further be amplifi ed by the 0.82m2 panoramic roof made of laminated glass, which prevents excessive heating of the interior and at the same time 

protects the crew from UV rays.



The mid-level luggage 

compartment fl oor 

provides a suitable 

storage place to keep 

things that you don’t 

want to unload every 

day. In addition, it 

places the bottom of the 

luggage compartment 

on the level of the 

loading edge, facilitating 

easier luggage handling.

The fl exible storage 

compartment may 

be used to fi x smaller 

objects.

The dividing net, usually fi xed behind the rear seats, separates 

the cabin from the luggage compartment. The 2-position luggage 

compartment cover allows, when fi xed in the lower position, the 

transport of objects that would otherwise impede the driver’s view.

Even with the seats in their base positions and with fi ve 

passengers in the vehicle, an exceptional luggage 
compartment is at your disposal. Its capacity is, 

depending on the position of the rear seats and backrests, 

between 480 and 560 litres. In addition, we off er you various 

accessories, which increase the practicality of the luggage 

compartment and help you keep the car tidy. For example, 

the set of nets prevents movement of, and possible damage 

to, the transported luggage.



You can shift the rear side seats 80 mm forward 

and 70 mm backward from their base positions. 

The backrests of the seats can be positioned 

as needed.

The roominess is accompanied by an 

exceptional variability. The car is equipped 

with the unique VarioFlex rear seating system, 

which enables you to adjust the car’s interior 

to your current transport needs at any time. 

The system consists of 3 independently 

adjustable rear seats. The operation can easily 

be performed by a single person and without 

the need for any tools. By removing the seats 

you gain a storage area with a capacity 

of 1,810 litres.

The backrests of the rear seats may be completely 

tilted toward the sitting sections.

All of the rear seats may be removed together or 

individually as required. If you remove the middle 

seat, you can shift both side seats 110 mm towards 

the centre.



Some views are infi nite. They go as far as our eyes can take us. Sometimes, 

even further than our imagination. But even the most endless sights can be 

further appreciated when the room with the view is as spacious.

Some views begin where the road ends. They stretch beyond what maps can reveal.

Discover them in a journey that’s as unique as the new Škoda Roomster Scout.

It’s a car that can help you escape the city but can also bring you back.



Some views are infi nite. They go as far as our eyes can take us. Sometimes, 

even further than our imagination. But even the most endless sights can be 

further appreciated when the room with the view is as spacious.

Some views don’t just end. They simply lead us to new ones. Just when we think 

we’ve seen it all, they surprise us from a whole new point of view. Visit such 

breathtaking scenes with every journey in the new Škoda Roomster Scout. 



The new Škoda Roomster Scout is the ideal partner 

for an active lifestyle. It will fascinate you with its attractive 

cross-country vehicle appearance, comfortable equipment 

and variable interior space.

With the integrated 

interior bicycle 

holder you can 

comfortably 

transport 2 bicycles. 

Plastic covers on the bumpers, 

sills and lower parts of the doors 

emphasise the car’s uniqueness, 

along with alloy wheels especially 

developed for the Scout, available 

in the same design in two diff erent 

sizes: the 6.5J x 16" Arktos (see 

photo) and the 7.0J x 17" Kentaur.

The noble steel foot pedal 

covers and the removable 

woven carpets with grey 

stitching are comfort as well 

as practical accessories.

The rear bumper spoiler 

and the silver lower 

cover give the car rear 

a robust appearance.

The VarioFlex rear seating 

system will allow you to 

rearrange the interior according 

to your current needs.

The Scout interior is designed in 

a grey/black colour with an Onyx/Onyx 

or Onyx/Silvergrey dashboard. Options also 

include the partially leather Floss interior 

(leather/artifi cial leather/fabric) or the 

Pulse interior with sports front seats.



Roomster Comfort represents the most attractive equipment version 

of the model. It comes with the Chess interior in black with the Onyx/Onyx dashboard 

or, upon request (without extra charge), in beige with the Onyx/Ivory dashboard. The 

interior is decorated with a number of chrome details including the gear stick knob 

and frame, air inlet frames and handbrake safety button. The standard equipment 

of the Comfort version further includes a height-adjustable driver seat, central locking, 

on-board computer, electric front windows, front reading lamps, 1.5l bottle holder 

in the storage compartments in the front door panelling and so on.

Roomster Active is a sports-oriented equipment version. It’s off ered with the 

Domino interior in black or grey with the Onyx/Onyx dashboard and with a 3-spoke 

sports steering wheel. This version will also please you with chrome details, including 

the gear stick knob and frame, air inlet frames and handbrake safety button. 

The standard equipment of the Active version further includes height-adjustable driver 

seat, central locking, on-board computer, electric front windows, front reading lamps, 

1.5l bottle holder in the storage compartments in the front door panelling and so on.



Roomster is the basic equipment version and it’s equipped with the nice Stone 

interior in blue or grey with the Onyx/Silvergrey or Onyx/Onyx dashboard. The standard 

equipment of the Roomster version further includes a driver and passenger safety seat 

belt warning light, front reading lamps, 1.5l bottle holder in the storage compartments 

in the front door panelling and so on.

Roomster Style is available with the elegant Domino interior in grey or black 

with the Onyx/Silvergrey or Onyx/Onyx dashboard. Also this version is decorated with 

chrome details, including the gear stick knob and frame, air inlet frames and handbrake 

safety button. The standard equipment of the Style version further includes a height-

adjustable driver seat, central locking, on-board computer, electric front windows, 

front reading lamps, 1.5l bottle holder in the storage compartments in the front door 

panelling and so on.



Pulse interior in grey/black with sports seats and Onyx/Onyx 

or Onyx/Silvergrey dashboard (top left photo).

Floss interior in black in fabric/leather/artifi cial leather with 

Onyx/Silvergrey or Onyx/Onyx dashboard (top right photo).

Drops Blue interior with Onyx/Onyx or Onyx/Silvergrey dashboard 

(bottom left photo).

The interiors shown above are available as extra equipment, from which you can select 

other attractive products, such as the small leather package (steering wheel, handbrake 

handle and gear stick knob), Climatronic air conditioning with electronic regulation, Swing 

and Blues radios, Amundsen navigation system, roof racks, 14"–17" alloy wheels and so 

on. For up-to-date information on the wide range of extra equipment for the Fabia model 

versions contact your authorised Škoda partner.

Amazonian Green metallic 

with roof, external mirrors and 

self-adhesive foil in silver colour

Corrida Red uni with roof 

and self-adhesive foil 

in black colour

Mocca Brown metallic with roof 

and self-adhesive foil 

in white colour

Candy White uni Corrida Red uni Pacifi c Blue uni Brilliant Silver metallic Rosso Brunello metallicRosso Brunello metallicCorrida Red uniCandy White uni Brilliant Silver metallicPacifi c Blue uni

Cappuccino Beige metallic Aqua Blue metallic Storm Blue metallic Miami Blue metallic Amazonian Green metallic

Mocca Brown metallic* Platin Grey metallic Black Magic pearl eff ect Safari Beige metallic*
(Exclusively for Roomster Scout)

*  Available from June 2010.

Colour combinations

Body paint colour
black roof and 

self-adhesive foil

white roof and 

self-adhesive foil

silver roof, 

external 

mirrors and 

self-adhesive foil

Candy White uni � – –

Corrida Red uni � � –

Pacifi c Blue uni – � �

Brilliant Silver metallic � – –

Rosso Brunello metallic � � �

Cappuccino Beige metallic � – �

Aqua Blue metallic � � –

Storm Blue metallic – � �

Miami Blue metallic � � –

Amazonian Green metallic – � �

Mocca Brown metallic – � �

Platin Grey metallic – � �

Black Magic pearl eff ect – � �

Colour Line programme examples

Your unique style may now be refl ected in the colour design of your car. 

We have prepared the Colour Line programme for you to underline your 

individuality and at the same time to enhance the unconventional concept 

of the Roomster model. Your car, to which you lend your personality, will 

become remarkable. Just like you.
The above listed colour combinations are also available without the self-adhesive foil.
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6.5J x 16" Comet alloy wheels 

for 205/45 R16 tyres.

7.0J x 17" Trinity alloy wheels 

for 205/40 R17 tyres.
6.0J x 15" Avior alloy wheels 

for 195/55 R15 tyres.

6.5J x 16" Elba alloy wheels 

for 205/45 R16 tyres.

6.5J x 16" Atria alloy wheels 

for 205/45 R16 tyres.

6.0J x 15" Line alloy wheels 

for 195/55 R15 tyres.

6.0J x 15" steel wheels for 195/55 R15 

tyres with Satellite hub covers.

5.0J x 14" steel wheels for 175/70 R14 

tyres with Comoros hub covers.

6.0J x 14" Atik alloy wheels 

for 185/65 R14 tyres.

6.0J x 14" steel wheels for 185/65 R14 

tyres with Castor hub covers.

Engine 1.2 HTP/51 kW 1.4 16V/63 kW*** 1.2 TSI/63 kW 1.2 TSI/77 kW 1.2 TDI CR DPF/55 kW***

Petrol engine, inline, 

liquid cooling system, DOHC, 

transverse in front

Petrol engine, inline, 

liquid cooling system, DOHC, 

transverse in front

Turbocharged petrol engine, inline, 

liquid cooling system, high-pressure direct 

injection system, OHC, transverse in front 

Turbocharged petrol engine, inline, 

liquid cooling system, high-pressure direct 

injection system, OHC, transverse in front

Turbocharged diesel engine, inline, 

liquid cooling system, high-pressure direct 

injection system, OHC, transverse in front

Cylinders 3 4 4 4 3

Cubic capacity (cc) 1,198 1,390 1,197 1,197 1,199

Max. performance/revs (kW/min-1) 51/5,400 63/5,000 63/4,800 77/5,000 55/4,200

Max. torque/revs (Nm/min-1) 112/3,000 132/3,800 160/1,500–3,500 175/1,550–4,100 180/2,000

Air pollution regulation EU5 EU5 EU5 EU5 EU5

Fuel Unleaded petrol, RON 95/91* Unleaded petrol, RON 95/91* Unleaded petrol, RON 95/91* Unleaded petrol, RON 95/91* Diesel

Performance

Maximum speed (km/h) 159 171 172 184 (184) 162

Acceleration 0–100 km/h (s) 15.9 13.0 12.6 10.9 (11.0) 15.5

Fuel consumption 99/100 (l/100 km)

– urban 8.2 – 7.1 7.1 (7.2) 5.4

– extra-urban 5.0 – 4.9 4.9 (4.8) 4.0

– combined 6.2 – 5.7 5.7 (5.7) 4.5

CO
2
 emissions (g/km) 143 147 134 134 (134) 119

Turning circle diameter (m) 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5

Power transmission

Type Front-wheel drive Front-wheel drive Front-wheel drive Front-wheel drive Front-wheel drive 

Clutch Hydraulic 

single dry clutch disc

Hydraulic 

single dry clutch disc

Hydraulic 

single dry clutch disc

Hydraulic single dry clutch disc

(Twin coaxial clutch, 

electro-hydraulically operated)

Hydraulic 

single dry clutch disc

Transmission Manual 5-speed, 

fully synchronised

Manual 5-speed, 

fully synchronised

Manual 5-speed, 

fully synchronised

Manual 5-speed, fully synchronised

(Automatic 7-speed DSG)

Manual 5-speed, 

fully synchronised

Weight

Kerb weight – with a driver (kg)** 1,200 1,209 1,221 1,237 (1,271) 1,308

Payload – with a driver (kg)** 530 530 530 530 530

Total weight (kg)** 1,655 1,664 1,676 1,692 (1,726) 1,763

Trailer load without brakes (max. kg) 450 450 450 450 450

Trailer load with brakes – 12% (max. kg) 700 900 900 900 1,000

Body 5-seater, 5-door, 2-compartment

Drag coefficient C
w

0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33

Chassis 

Front axle McPherson suspension with lower triangular links and torsion stabiliser

Rear axle Compound link crank-axle

Braking system Hydraulic dual-diagonal circuit braking system vacuum assisted

– front brakes Disc brakes with inner cooling and with single-piston floating calliper

– rear brakes Drum brakes; alternatively disc brakes depending on the engine version

Steering Direct rack-and-pinion steering with electro-hydraulic power steering

Wheels 5.0J x 14" 5.0J x 14" 5.0J x 14" 6.0J x 15" 6.0J x 15"

Tyres 175/70 R14 175/70 R14 175/70 R14 195/55 R15 195/55 R15

Liquids

Tank capacity (l) 55

Technical specifications

 * Using low-octane fuel may affect engine performance.

 ** Standard version model; driver weight 75 kg.

 *** Available during 2010.

 ( ) Applies to automatic transmission. 

1.6 TDI CR DPF/66 kW 1.6 TDI CR DPF/77 kW

Turbocharged diesel engine, inline, 

liquid cooling system, high-pressure direct 

injection system, OHC, transverse in front

Turbocharged diesel engine, inline, 

liquid cooling system, high-pressure direct 

injection system, OHC, transverse in front

4 4

1,598 1,598

66/4,200 77/4,400

230/1,500–2,500 250/1,500–2,500

EU5 EU5

Diesel Diesel

171 181

13.3 11.5

5.7 5.7

4.1 4.1

4.7 4.7

124 124

10.5 10.5

Front-wheel drive Front-wheel drive 

Hydraulic 

single dry clutch disc

Hydraulic 

single dry clutch disc

Manual 5-speed, 

fully synchronised

Manual 5-speed, 

fully synchronised

1,322 1,322

530 530

1,777 1,777

450 450

1,200 1,200

5-seater, 5-door, 2-compartment

0.33 0.33

McPherson suspension with lower triangular links and torsion stabiliser

Compound link crank-axle

Hydraulic dual-diagonal circuit braking system vacuum assisted

Disc brakes with inner cooling and with single-piston floating calliper

Drum brakes; alternatively disc brakes depending on the engine version

Direct rack-and-pinion steering with electro-hydraulic power steering

6.0J x 15" 6.0J x 15"

195/55 R15 195/55 R15

55



Merchandise

Lanyard for keys or a mobile 

phone with a display cleaner

Ballpen in blue with “ice” eff ect.

Large travel bag in black/blue colour 

design.

Škoda Genuine Accessories
The Škoda Genuine Accessories allow you to 

emphasise the uniqueness of the car, maximise 

its practicality and enhance its comfort. In our 

range, which is essentially an extension of the extra 

equipment, you will fi nd various products including 

alloy wheels, leather accessories, sunblinds, radios, 

navigation systems, foot mats, child seats for children 

of all age groups and so on. To get a full overview 

of our range of products, ask any Škoda authorised 

partner for our special accessories catalogue.

The decorative door sill covers enhance the 

attractiveness of the car and at the same time 

protect the sills against mechanical damage.

The roof transportation systems will especially 

be appreciated when carrying various sports 

equipment. A genuine Škoda box with 380-litre 

capacity, which successfully passed the City Crash 

test, is also available.

The Rubber boot mat helps to keep 

the luggage compartment clean and at 

the same time protects the original lining 

against damage.

The thermo-electric 

cooling box with 15-litre 

capacity will enable you 

to keep food and drinks 

fresh and refreshing in 

any weather.

General information

ŠKODA SERVICE
Put your car in good hands. We give you good reasons 
to choose an authorised Škoda service partner.  

We offer you first-class quality 
Your car requires advanced technology. For this reason, all the 
Škoda authorised service partners have special tools and quality 
diagnostic systems at their disposal which in combination with 
the technological procedures prescribed by the manufacturer 
ensure the perfect functionality and reliability of your car.  

Professionally trained staff by the manufacturer
The ever-rising standard of the technology used in the car 
requires corresponding professional qualifications on the part of 
the staff. To meet this requirement, the manufacturer organises 
regular training for the staff of the authorised service partners in 
order to provide them with up-to-date information important for 

their activities.

Our motto: be fair and open with our customers 
Careful, professional and friendly counselling for the customers 
upon acceptance of orders is of great importance to us in the 
same manner as diligence and completeness with respect to 
repairs and maintenance work. All this is continuously monitored 
by internal quality control of the provided services.  

Comprehensive range of services:
•  Service inspections 

For your car to remain in top condition and functional for 
a long time and, optionally, not to forfeit warranty, it is essential 
for your Škoda authorised service partner to perform regular 
service inspections. The service schedule informs you when 
the service inspection must be done.

•  Body and paintwork service 
Damage to the body and painted areas following an accident will 
be fixed by your authorised Škoda service partner in an expert 
manner, in accordance with information from the manufacturer, 
using Škoda genuine parts. This is important not only for your 
safety, but also for functionality and maintaining your car’s value.

•  Courtesy car 
The authorised Škoda service partner can provide you with 
a courtesy car for the period of repair or service inspection.

•  Pick-up and delivery service 
If you are unable to take your vehicle to a Škoda service, 
an authorised Škoda service partner will arrange a date with 
you to pick up the car. The car will be delivered back after 
the service work has been completed.

The listed services represent only a part of the wide range of 
Škoda service offers, which may vary from country to country. 
Please contact your authorised Škoda service partner for further 
details and information on the range and specific conditions 
of services they offer.

ŠKODA GENUINE ACCESSORIES
Škoda Genuine Accessories offer you child safety seats, roof 
rails, alloy wheels, sunblinds and more. For more detailed 
information on the complete Škoda Genuine Accessories 
range see the individual Škoda model catalogues.

ŠKODA GENUINE PARTS
Safety
Škoda genuine parts are identical to those used during the 
assembly of Škoda vehicles. The use of first-class materials 
and technologies guarantees safe and worry-free driving.

Availability
Škoda Auto offers a comprehensive range of parts and 
equipment items that are used in the vehicle’s batch production 
and does not merely focus on high-turnover parts. Škoda ensures 
the provision of genuine parts even after the relevant model is 
discontinued.

Long service life
The use of first-rate materials and production technologies in 
the manufacture of Škoda genuine parts ensure their maximum 
reliability and long life.

Environment protection
The Škoda Genuine Parts range includes exchange parts whose 
production has a low environmental impact in terms of waste, 
excess heat and water pollution.

INFORMATION ON THE INTERNET
Information is available at www.skoda-auto.com to assist you in 
deciding which vehicle suits your needs, thanks to the detailed 
descriptions and photographs of all our models.

ŠKODA FINANCE
ŠkoFIN offers solutions for both individuals and businesses. 
You can learn about the current offer through any authorised 
Škoda partner. The credit or lease contract can also be concluded 
online directly with the car dealer.

GLOBAL FLEET
The Škoda Auto Global Fleet Services offer B2B fleet solutions 
to customers with all kinds of requirements. A fleet made up 
of Škoda cars offers unmatched roominess, long-lasting quality, 
safety, low total costs of ownership and, as a result, excellent 
value for money. You can find more information about our 
products and services at www.skoda-auto.com/fleet.
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0Some models in this catalogue are shown fitted with extra equipment not necessarily included in the standard equipment. All details of technical 

specifications, design, equipment, materials, guarantees and appearance were accurate at the time of going to print. However, the manufacturer 
reserves the right to make any changes (including changes of technical parameters or individual model equipment). Please consult your authorised 
Škoda partner for further details on standard and extra equipment, current prices and delivery terms and conditions. This catalogue was printed on 
cellulose paper which was bleached without using chlorine. The paper is 100% recyclable.

www.skoda-auto.com 

Your Škoda partner:

One of the most important goals of Škoda Auto is the development and production of products that are as environmentally friendly as possible throughout their life cycle phases, placing 

principal emphasis on the selection of recyclable materials. Our Škoda cars are manufactured using progressive types of technology in modern production facilities that meet the strictest 

criteria. Anticorrosive protection of the cars’ painted parts is based exclusively on lead-free cataphoresis (KTL) and water-soluable paints. 

Our company strategy includes limiting fuel consumption and emissions. As a result, the engines of Škoda Auto meet the current emission regulations. We also offer diesel engines with 

Diesel Particulate Filters (DPF). All products made by Škoda Auto adhere to the laws and regulations concerning the protection of soil and water. As a result of these activities, Škoda cars 

meet technical, safety, quality and environmental requirements. Škoda Auto contributes to the preservation of a clean environment and provides mobility and comfort to its customers. 

The environmental logo expresses Škoda Auto’s awareness of, responsibility for and attempts 

at the sustainable development of the company and a friendly approach to life and nature.    




